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Adoption Update Instructions & Form 
Thank you for adopting from ReRun and giving one of these special horses a chance at a new 
life.  We can’t wait to hear how it’s going! 

INSTRUCTIONS 

According to the terms outlined in your contract please complete, sign and return the Update Form at 
the required 3, 6 and 12 month intervals.  Include at least one confirmation photo of your horse using 
the following guidelines: 

 Horse should be properly groomed and free of debris

 No area of the horse should be covered (blankets, sheets, leg wraps, boots, etc.).

 Take the picture in good lighting

 Take the picture in a natural setting on a solid surface or grass area where the horse’s feet are

visible

NOTE:  Pictures taken in barns, stalls, and inside buildings will not be accepted

 Stand the horse in a confirmation position as displayed below

Feel free to include additional pictures!  We would love to display them on our website. 

Submit the Update Form and pictures to Raine at raine.rerun@gmail.com or mail to: 
RERUN 
901 Becontree Court 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462 

901 Becontree Court 
 Virginia Beach, VA 23462 

(859) 595-6660
www.rerunottb.com 

mailto:agewing@embarqmail.com
http://www.rerunottb.com/
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ReRun Adoption Update Form 

Update Month Interval (3,6 or 12): 

Horse’s Name (registered name): 

Adopter’s Name: 

Address: 

Contact Number: 

Address where the horse is located (include contact number if boarded):

How is your horse’s general health and attitude? 

Have you had any problems with the horse since the adoption?  If yes, please 
describe. 

In what capacity is the horse currently being used (competition, pleasure, trails, pasture buddy, etc.)? 

Is there any additional information you would like us to know? 

Signature: Date: 

Thank you for your cooperation and for giving one of our ex-racehorses not 
only a second career but a second chance! 
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